Turnitin Direct Assignment – Rollover Procedure

After copying your module content over to your new module, you will need to recycle your Turnitin Assignments before they can be used by students. The following guide will instruct you on how to recycle a single Turnitin assignment on a module but recycling one will recycle all of the assignments on the module.

1. Click on “View Assignment” on the Turnitin Assignment link.

2. You will be presented with an information box regarding the recycling of your Turnitin Direct Assignment. Click on the blue button that says “Recycle Turnitin Direct Assignments”.

Recycle Turnitin Direct Assignments

If you wish to re-use an existing Turnitin Direct assignment, but wish to clear submission data then you will need to use Course Recycle. This takes the existing assignment data and uses it to create a new class in Turnitin and recreates all assignments that existed on this course. The original class and submission data is retained in Turnitin but is no longer accessible via Blackboard. Note: Unlike relink, recycle applies to any course containing Turnitin Direct assignments, whether they’ve been copied/imported or not.

Do not navigate away from this page until the operation is complete

This operation may take some time to complete.
3. After a short wait, the screen will refresh and you will see a green bar that has appeared at the top of the page that says “Turnitin Direct assignments successfully recycled”.

4. Click out of this screen and back to the content area where the Turnitin Direct Assignment is stored. Click on “View Assignment” again.
5. Make sure to check and adjust your Start, Due and Post dates within the assignment after the recycle has completed.